
Earth Science Pacing Guide – Abingdon High School

First NINE WEEKS
Content Standards to be Tested SOL Resources

Scientific 
Investigation
Interpreting Data
Reasoning

 - Volume, mass, temperature, density, area
 - Collect, analyze, and                 report data
 - Explain observations, evaluate evidence 

and draw conclusions
ES 1a-
c,e-f, 
2a-d

Bubble gum lab, coin 
flip lab, Garden, All 
future labs, Graphing, 
Rocks and minerals 
unit. CONTINUOUS

Maps, Globes, 
Models, Charts, etc.

- Reading maps = latitude,
   longitude
- Interpreting map scales

  - Learning to use different                                                  
types of maps

ES 1d

Questing, GPS, draw 
scale maps, topo 
demo, Google maps, 
Projections.  Week 1.5

Minerals  - Identifying physical and  chemical 
properties

 - Interpreting the hardness scale
 - Identifying uses of minerals

ES 4a-b
ID minerals labs, 
minerals use research, 
density lab.  Week 2.5

Rocks
Rock Cycle

- Learn the rock cycle
- Know how different rock types form
- Identifying rocks based on appearance 

and properties
ES 5a-c

Rock type drawings, 
Rock cycle cartoon, 
Rock ID labs.  Week 
4.5

Plate Tectonics - Learn geologic processes due to plate 
tectonics

- Learn VA’s physiologic provinces
ES 7a-b

Local Geology labs, 
history of PT, create 
animations.  Week 6

Earth’s History - Learn about fossils, layering of rocks and 
radioactive decay used to date Earth

- Learn the geologic time scale periods, 
eras, epochs, and major corresponding 
events

ES 9a-d

Local Geology 
labs, Superposition 
problems, Geologic 
Timeline, Creeper trail 
lab.  Week 7

Earth’s Renewable 
and Nonrenewable 
Resources

- Learn the basic resources
- Advantages and disadvantages of energy 

sources
- Learn VA’s resources
- Environmental costs  vs. benefits

ES 6a-b

TED Talks, Resource 
ID, Coal process, Oil 
products research, 
Renewable drawings, 
Panel discussions.  
Week 8

Fresh Water and Soil - Learn surface water systems
- Learn groundwater systems
- Learn soil development, Karst 

topography
- Learn VA/US major watersheds

ES 8a-f

Trace the groundwater 
walk, Surface water 
drawings, Garden soil, 
Watersheds maps.  
Week 9



Second NINE WEEKS
Content Standards to be Tested SOL Resources

Oceanography -  Learn the physical, chemical, and 
biological systems which interact

- Learn the features of the sea floor
- Interpret policies and learn the issues 

governing ocean and coastal zones

ES 10a-e

COSEE work – barrier 
islands study, TED 
Talk, Seafloor drawing, 
Panel discussion – 
developer vs inland 
citizen.  Week 11

Atmosphere - Learn the origin and evolution of the 
atmosphere

- Learn the mechanisms that regulate the 
atmosphere 

-Compare Earth’s atmosphere to the other 
planets

- Learn how human activity is altering our 
atmosphere

ES 11a-d

Cloud demo, TED 
talk, Convection 
labs, Carbon dioxide 
biography, greenhouse 
lab, Labeled drawing of 
atmosphere.  Week 13

Weather and 
Climate

- Learn how the relationship between 
the Sun and Earth governs our 
weather

- Observe, collect and predict weather 
patterns

- Learn the major weather storms

ES 12a-
d

Research named 
storm, Energy 
diagram, Weather 
watch (continuous), 
Thunderstorm mime.  
Week 14

Earth and Solar 
System

- Learn the layout and movement of the 
solar system

- Learn how the seasons, tides and 
eclipses are related to the Sun-Earth-
Moon positions

- Learn planets, comets asteroids

ES 3a-d

Solar system 
diagram, solar system 
scale walk, Earth 
prehistory, axis 
effects diagram, 
celestial obj research.  
Week 15.5

Universe - Learn how the origin and evolution of 
the universe occurred

- Learn about stars and their systems, 
galaxies, etc.

ES 13a-
b

TED talks, Deep 
Thought panel 
discussion, Matter 
poem.  Week 17


